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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
09/17/14  

Pushed into the market, we favor the long side with tight stops  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +1.30, SILVER -3.60, PLATINUM -0.40  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,236.50 -$2.25 from prior AM  
 
LME Copper Stocks 146,200 tons -550 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 117,768 tons -925 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly higher overnight, helped by a strong 
Wall Street finish, prospects for a more dovish Fed tone and a fresh PBOC liquidity injection. The Japanese 
Nikkei closed fractionally lower ahead of today's Fed meeting, with some profit-taking ahead of the 16,000 level. 
China's Shanghai Composite slipped to a new nine-day low but managed to reverse course and close near the 
best levels of the session. Some of the support came from the latest 500 billion Yuan liquidity injection from the 
PBOC, as well as talk of new urbanization plans. The major European indices were higher across the board, 
helped in part by ideas that today's US FOMC statement will stay the course on a low interest rate environment. 
An added level of support may have come from this morning's economic data that showed a slight uptick in Euro 
zone inflation, as well as a drop in the UK unemployment rate to a new six-year low. US equity markets traded 
around unchanged levels during the overnight and early morning hours as they consolidated yesterday's advance. 
There does appear to be a measure of caution in the market ahead of this afternoon's FOMC statement, which 
some say could strike a more dovish than expected chord. This morning's flow of US economic data includes a 
look at August consumer prices and a September reading on the US housing market.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
While gold initially benefited from a tamping down of Fed statement fears yesterday morning, the US trade was 
unable to hold all those gains going into the close. A slight retrenchment in the Dollar, some doubt on the 
prospects of a hawkish Fed statement today and news that China was applying some Chinese style QE to their 
economic recovery effort, has served to underpin gold above this week's lows. Another issue that might be 
providing gold with some lift is news that China might be looking to balance its official reserve holdings with 
additional holdings of gold. Unfortunately for gold the market also saw a noted outflow from gold derivative 
holdings of 180,613 ounces yesterday afternoon. After some recent significant inflows into silver derivative 
holdings, silver holdings yesterday were unchanged. In the end, a rising Dollar has been the main threat against 
the bull camp in gold and therefore the setback in the Dollar yesterday could take some of the liquidation pressure 
off the gold and silver markets, but for silver and gold to come back into favor and make additional gains off fresh 
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buying interest probably requires a dovish Fed statement later today and a further retrenchment in the Dollar. In 
the end, we don't think the Fed has the inflation justification to be proactive and we also don't think that US Non-
Farm Payrolls or other data points have been strong enough to justify premature alteration of the Fed's timing 
signals.  

 

PLATINUM  
The lack of distinct recovery action in platinum and palladium in the wake of a slight reversal in the Dollar and 
actual evidence of Chinese style QE suggests that PGM prices need even more positive global economic vibes to 
shake off their recent liquidation pattern. However, PGM prices might catch a temporary lift into and through the 
FOMC statement release, especially if that news results in a definitive slide in the Dollar. With Barclays projecting 
platinum prices to average $1,424 an ounce this year and $1,451 an ounce next year that might revive some 
investor interest which has been largely absent for the last 2 1/2 months. Unfortunately platinum derivative 
holdings yesterday declined by 12 ounces and palladium holdings declined by 1,104 ounces and that points to a 
lack of near term interest in the PGM complex.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Consolidation low support is building under the precious metals complex this week. In fact, signs of vulnerability 
are being seen in the Dollar, the Chinese have implemented significant easing and we think the Fed is poised to 
leave guidance unchanged. Critical support in December Gold moves up to $1,232.20 today with another key 
support point seen rather close-in at $1,231. Be lightly long, but use stops just under this week's lows in case the 
Fed sees the need to pre-empt inflation. Silver is a classic industrial commodity that is short-term oversold, and 
one that might be showing some improved investment interest from the derivative instruments sector but we aren't 
sure that the December contract will be able to hold above critical consolidation support of $18.555. We think the 
PGM sector is also capable of a bounce in the wake of an on-hold Fed decision and because of the Chinese 
stimulus news. Critical support in December Palladium moves up to $839, and a move back above $850 today 
could reverse the trend in the PGM complex.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
09/17/14  

Chinese stimulus and Chilean supply threats favor the bulls  

 

GENERAL: The copper market managed a significant short-covering bounce yesterday in the face of fears of a 
strike next week in Chile, and then prices hit the accelerator in the wake of news of a surprise Chinese stimulus 
effort. The massive range with a noted higher close should leave a portion of the net spec short in copper under 
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ongoing pressure. However, news earlier this week of rising Chinese copper production should not be discounted, 
as China is usually the 800 pound gorilla in the copper trade. Clearly the bull camp needs a weaker Dollar and 
that might only be seen if the Fed leaves its policy statement unchanged later today. With higher Shanghai copper 
prices overnight, it is clear that the Chinese stimulus effort has improved sentiment, but the bull camp will need to 
clear the window early this afternoon with no change in the statement to have a chance of sustaining a pulse back 
above the $3.20 level. On the other hand, copper has managed a low to high recovery bounce of roughly 8 cents 
to this morning trade and therefore the trade has rolled back some of the hawkish Fed fears already.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
While the trend appears to have shifted and the fundamentals have improved, we suspect that December Copper 
will run into thick resistance just above $3.22. The presence of Chinese stimulus is a game changer, especially 
since that news is joined by the prospect of a Chilean copper strike next week. If the Fed maintains the status quo 
and leaves the statement unchanged, the copper market could see short-covering and fresh buying to temporarily 
test the $3.26-$3.28 level in the coming sessions.  
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